
Reduing The Number of Constraints NeededDuring Symmetry Breaking During SearhJustin PearsonUppsala University, Information Tehnology , Department of Computer Systems ,Box 337, SE-751 05 Uppsala, Sweden , justin�dos.uu.seAbstrat. Symmetry Breaking During Searh (SBDS) is a method toredue the searh spae of onstraint satisfation problems by taking intoaount symmetries inherent in the problem. SBDS works by adding ex-tra onstraints during searh whih disallow symmetri searh path beingexplored. At eah node during the searh tree SBDS requires an extraonstraint for eah symmetry of the problem to be applied to a partialassignment. As symmetry groups of problems get large, SBDS an be-ome impratial and some method is needed to prune symmetries. Inthis paper we give a group theoretial haraterization of when symme-tries applied to partial assignments are equivalent. This method an thenbe integrated into SBDS.1 Introdution and BakgroundMany Constraint Satisfation Problems (CSPs) have a great deal of symmetry:that is solutions (and non solutions) are related by bijetions on the set ofandidate solutions. A symmetry is a bijetion on the set of andidate solutionswhih maps solutions to solutions. For example in solving the n-queens problem,solutions are related by rotation and reetion. Or when sheduling a sportingtournament, often the onstraints allow the set of initial plays to be �xed, or thatweeks (or periods) are indistinguishable. While analyzing protein folding manysolutions are related by the symmetries of three dimensional spae [1℄. There hasreently been a great deal of interest in modifying searh proedures to take intoaount the symmetries in a problem and to stop a searh proedure exploring apreviously explored symmetrially equivalent paths [11, 2, 9℄, an early preursorof this work an be found in [3℄.The methods in [11, 2, 9℄ add onstraints dynamially during searh. At eahnode during searh a onstraint (depending on the urrent partial assignment)has to be added for eah symmetry of the problem. It is easy to show that theset of symmetries of a CSP form a group. One of the interesting fats of grouptheory is that a small number of generators an generate an exponential numberof symmetries: for example the set of all permutations on n letters is of size n!; orthe number of row and olumn symmetries of an n bym matrix (see [8℄) is of sizen!m!. Both these groups an be generated by a polynomial number of generators.Consequentially methods suh as Symmetry Breaking During searh (SBDS) [11℄



an beome impratial to implement fully even on very small problems [14℄. Itshould be emphasized that even though breaking all the symmetries of a problem,using methods suh as SBDS, an beome impratial, large redutions in thesearh spae an still be made using subsets of the set of all symmetries (see[14℄).This paper starts from an observation in [6℄ that ertain symmetry breakingprediates (lexiographi ordering prediates) are equivalent when restrited to asubset of the variables of the problem. The work in [6℄ shows how to build predi-ates for boolean problems whih fore only one solution for eah symmetriallyequivalent solution, and then using group theoretial methods it is shown howit is possible to redue the number of symmetry breaking prediates required.This method is a stati method that is applied before any searh is started.In this paper we extend SBDS [11℄ to redue the number of symmetries re-quired during searh. This is done by extending the analysis of symmetry break-ing prediates in [6℄ to inlude more general symmetry breaking prediates. Theanalysis is extended in a number of ways: most importantly the analysis is ex-tended to arbitrary symmetries not just permutations on variables. It is alsoshown that using standard methods from omputational group theory [4, 5, 10℄that the method an be integrated into the searh proedure and most impor-tantly an be applied to arbitrary searh orders (even dynamially hangingones).This paper is organized as follows: we give a very brief and informal introdu-tion to SBDS, then we introdue the notation and de�nitions onerning CSPsrequired for the rest of the paper, we de�ne a notion of a symmetry of a CSPand the notion of applying a symmetry to a partial solution, we then prove themain theorem of the paper haraterizing when symmetries are equal via thenotion of osets, �nally we talk about a prototype implementations and disusssome examples and experiments where symmetry is redued.2 Symmetry Breaking During SearhIn this setion we give a very brief introdution to Symmetry Breaking DuringSearh [11℄ (most of the results in this paper ould be applied to the methodfound in [2℄, but for simpliity we only present the results applied to SBDS).SBDS assumes that the searh proedure builds a searh tree, where at eahbranhing point a hoie is made between some variable v being equal to somevalue d or not equal to that value d. SBDS works by adding, for eah symmetry�, at eah node in the searh tree a onstraint of the form:H ^ �(H) ^ v 6= d) �(v 6= d)where H is the urrent partial assignment, v is the next variable to be assigned,�(H) is the result of applying the symmetry to the partial assignment (this isde�ned formally in De�nition 6). The onstraint v 6= d fores the variable v notto be equal to d �nally and �(v 6= d) is the symmetri version of the v 6= donstraint. It an then be shown that adding these onstraints during searh is2



suÆient to break all symmetries: that is the searh proedure is guaranteed toonly �nd one member of eah symmetrially equivalent lasses. SBDS works byexluding paths that are symmetrially equivalent to previously explored paths.The added onstraints exlude solutions below the v 6= d branh whih aresymmetri and to �nd a solution if a solution exists.To illustrate how symmetries at equivalently on partial assignments, weonsider a simple example. Suppose we have the partial assignment (v1,v2 arevariables and d1; d2 are domain elements):H = v1 7! d1 ^ v2 7! d2further suppose as symmetries of the problem inlude the following two symme-tries (written as produts of yles and as ations on the variables)�1 = (v1; v3)(v4; v5)�2 = (v1; v3; v4)(v5; v6)then applying �1 and �2 to the partial assignment H we get that �1(v1) 7!d1 ^ �1(v2) 7! d2 and �2(v1) 7! d1 ^ �2(v2) 7! d2 are both equal tov3 7! d1 ^ v2 7! d23 Constraint Satisfation Problems and SymmetryIn this setion we introdue the notation needed to analyse symmetries of CSPs.A very general notion of symmetry is de�ned, whih inludes: permutations onvariables, permutations on domain elements and symmetries that depend bothon variables and domain elements (suh as interhangeable elements).De�nition 1. A Constraint Satisfation Problem (CSP) is a triple:(V;D; fRi(Si)gi2I)where for every i in I and eah Ri is a subset of the produt Dki for some kiand Si is a tuple of elements from V of length ki.Normally V is referred to as the set of variables and D is referred to as thedomain of the problem. The pairs Ri(Si) are onstraints and the tuple Si isoften alled the sope of the onstraint.Example 1. Given a graph G = (V;E) where E is a subset of V � V (that isa set of pairs of verties) and a domain D, the olouring problem with oloursfrom domain D is the CSP(V;D; f6=D (hv1; v2i)ghv1;v2i2E)where 6=D is the relation fhd1; d2i j d1; d2 2 D ^ d1 6= d2g. That is for eah edgein the graph we have a onstraint saying that the two verties annot be of thesame olour. 3



De�nition 2. A solution of a CSP (V;D; fRi(Si)gi2I) is a maph : V ! Dsuh that for all i h(Si) 2 Riwhere h is extended to a map on tuples of V in the natural way1Then a solution to a CSP is an assignment of variables to domain values suhthat every onstraint is satis�ed.The set of solutions to a onstraint satisfation problem P will be denotedas Sol(P). The set of andidate solutions of a problem is the set of all maps hfrom V to D.Example 2. Continuing Example 1 a solution is a map h : V ! D suh thatfor every edge hvi; vji in the graph h(vi) 6= h(vj)A symmetry of a onstraint satisfation problem is a mapping on the setof andidate solutions whih takes solutions to solutions; often only symmetriesthat permute variables or domain elements are onsidered, these will be referredto as permutation symmetries. The great advantage of permutation symmetries(see below) is that there is a large body of work in omputational group theory(see [4℄) onerned with eÆient algorithms for deision problems and omputingwith permutation symmetries. In Example 3 it is shown there are symmetrieswhih don't just permute variables or domain elements, but some mixture de-pending on the map in question.To de�ne symmetries on onstraint satisfation problems we will �rst lookat symmetry groups on funtions. The set of funtions from V to D, whih willbe denoted as Hom(V;D)2.De�nition 3. De�ne Sym(Hom(V;D)) to be the subset, of Hom(V;D), of allbijetions (one-to-one and onto funtion).It is easy to show that:Proposition 1. The set Sym(Hom(V;D)) is a group under funtion omposi-tion.A symmetry is map � from Sym(Hom(V;D) is a map� : Hom(V;D)! Hom(V;D)suh that for all f and g in Hom(V;D), �(f) = �(g) implies f = g (remember �is a funtion that takes funtions to funtions) and for all g : V ! D there exists1 That is given a tuple hd1; : : : ; dni, h(hd1; : : : ; dni) is equal to the tuplehh(d1); : : : ; h(dn)i.2 Hom is short for homomorphism 4



some f suh that �(f) = g. Requiring that the set of funtions forms a groupunder omposition amounts to requiring an identity funtion, and for every �we require an inverse: one an form inverses beause we require the maps to bebijetions on the set Hom(V;D).De�nition 4. A symmetry of a CSP (V;D; fRi(Si)gi2I) is a bijetion � fromSym(Hom(V;D)), suh that for all solutions h of P the map �(h) is a solutionof P.The set of symmetries of a CSP (V;D; fRi(Si)gi2I ) forms a sub-group ofSym(Hom(V;D)), this group will be referred to as the symmetry group of theCSP.Example 3. Given the onstraint problem:(fv1; v2; v3g; f0; 1; 2g; fR(hv1; v2; v3i)g)where R is the relation ontaining the tuples h1; 2; 0i , h2; 1; 0i , h2; 1; 1i , h1; 2; 1i, h1; 2; 2i , and h2; 1; 2i. The symmetry group of this CSP is generated by thefollowing symmetries: �1(h)(v) = 8<:h(v2) if v = v1h(v1) if v = v2h(v) otherwiseand �2(h)(v) = �h(v) if v = v1 or v = v2(h(v) + 1) mod 3 if v = v3Example 4. Continuing Example 1 if we think of a domain D of size n as thegroup of integers modulo n, Zn, then the funtions �k:�k(h)(v) = (h(v) + k) mod nfor eah k 2 Zn is a symmetry of the assoiated CSP.Example 5. In [12℄ a symmetry of a CSP is de�ned as a permutation �0 : V !V of the variable set and a set of mapsf�v : D ! Dgv2VThis de�nition only di�ers from the de�nition in [12℄ in that here all the variableshave the same domain. Further in [12℄ a notation of applying a symmetry to arelation is de�ned. Suh a symmetry of the above form an be turned into a map� 2 Sym(Hom(V;D)) by de�ning�(h)(v) = �v(h(�0(v)))a simple ounting argument shows that the lass in [12℄ is a sublass of thesymmetries onsidered here. 5



An important sub-lass of symmetries of a CSP is the set of symmetries whihonly hange the role of variables in solution. For example given an assignmenth : V ! D, a symmetri version, �(h) might have the property �(h)(v1) = h(v2),if this is true for all maps h, then the symmetry just permutes variables. Thesesymmetries will be referred as variable permutation symmetries.De�nition 5. A variable permutation symmetry, ��, is a funtion�� 2 Sym(Hom(V;D))of the form (where h is in Hom(V;D)):��(h) = h Æ �where � is a permutation of V .It is important to hek that any funtion of the form �� is indeed a bijetionon the set Hom(V;D). To see that it is in injetive we hek that��(f) = ��(g)implies that f = g. This is true sine � is a bijetion on V and f Æ� = gÆ� impliesthat f is equal to g. To hek surjetiveness we have to solve the equation:h Æ � = gfor all g; setting f to be g Æ ��1 solves the equation. The set of all permutationsymmetries forms a subgroup of Sym(Hom(V;D)).Example 6. Given a graph and its assoiated CSP as in Example 1, automor-phisms of the graph give rise to symmetries. Given a graph (V;E � V � V ) agraph automorphism is a bijetion f : V ! V suh that for all edges hvi; vjiwe have that the edge hf(vi); f(vj)i is an edge of the graph. Given an automor-phism, f , of the graph we an build a symmetry �f 2 Sym(Hom(V;D)) of theassoiated CSP by de�ne the funtion �f suh that for all h:�f (h)(v) = h(f(v))That is a graph automorphism gives rise to a permutation of the variables whihtakes solutions to solutions.The set of symmetries that at equivalently on a set of variables will be shownto be a oset of the symmetry group. This will allow methods from omputationalgroup theory to be used to �nd equivalent sets of symmetries.4 Cosets and Equivalent Partial SymmetriesDuring searh, symmetries are applied to partial solutions; the key observationin [6℄ is that many symmetries do the same thing on ertain partial solutions.6



This notion an be aptured group theoretially by the notion of osets, thusopening the way to applying methods from omputational group theory to theoptimization of symmetry exlusion prediates.Given a bijetion � : V ! Dwhih is a symmetry of a CSP (V;D; fRi(Si)gi2I) then during symmetry break-ing we have to apply symmetries to partial solutions. A partial assignment is apair (h0; V 0) where h0 is a map from V 0 ! D and V 0 is a subset of V . To suh apartial assignment we an assoiate a onstraintfhh0(v1); : : : ; h0(vk)ig(hv1; : : : ; vki)where V 0 = fv1; : : : ; vkg.The following de�nition de�nes what it means for a symmetry to be appliedto a onstraint. The de�nition is ompliated by the fat we have to onsiderhow a symmetry ats not only on the sope of the onstraint but how it ats onall the variables. This is beause a symmetry might map a variable outside thesope of the onstraint.De�nition 6. Given a onstraint Ri(Si) and a symmetry,� 2 Sym(Hom(V;D))the onstraint �(Ri(Si)) is the onstraint over the variables hv1; : : : ; vni (whereV = fv1; : : : ; vng and Si = fv1; : : : ; vkg ) de�ned by the relation:fh�(h)(v1); : : : ; �(h)(vi); : : : ; �(h)(vn)i j hh(v1); : : : ; h(vk)i 2 RigThe new onstraint has possibly a larger sope than the original onstraint, itis then obtained by onsidering all assignments that are ompatible with the ele-ments of the relation and applying the symmetry � to that map.Although this de�nition is quite ompliated and does not present an algo-rithm; for ertain lasses of symmetries it is often easy to alulate the e�et ofa symmetry on a partial assignment. Further it is often the ase that the sopeof the new onstraint an be redued without e�eting the onstraint.Example 7. Suppose we have the variable set V = fv1; : : : ; vng and a permu-tation � on V whih swaps v1 and v3. Given the partial assignment:v1 7! d1 ^ v2 7! d2Then applying a symmetry � to the partial assignment results in the onstraint�(v1 = d1 ^ v2 = d2) being equal to the onstraint:v3 = d1 ^ v2 = d2The reason why we an redue the sope of the new onstraint to hv2; v3i is thatsine we look at all possible maps whih redue to the onstraint (as in De�nition6) the new onstraint allows any possible value on v1 and any vi where i is notequal to 2 or 3. 7



We also need to de�ne the ation of a symmetry � on the onstraint v 6= d(where v 2 V and d 2 D) in the same way, setting �(v 6= d) to befh�(h)(v1); : : : ; �(h)(vn)i j h 2 Hom(V;D) and h(v) 6= dgIt is easy to show that for any � and partial assignment (h0; V 0) with theassoiated onstraint H we have that�(H) ^ �(v 6= d) = �(H ^ v 6= d)where H ^ v 6= d is the onstraint representing partial assignment H and theonstraint that v is not equal to d (^ here is been used for the join of twoonstraints). This property of symmetries was required as an assumption in [11℄and here is a onsequene of the de�nition of what it means for a symmetry tobe applied to a onstraint.De�nition 7. Given a symmetry, � 2 Sym(Hom(V;D)), we say that it �xes avariable v 2 V if for all maps h : V ! D we have thath(v) = �(h)(v)The set of symmetries whih �x a partiular variable forms a group underomposition. Let G denote the group of symmetries of a CSP (V;D; fRi(Si)gi2I)then we will use Gfv1;:::vkgto denote the subgroup of symmetries whih �x the variables v1; : : : ; vk. If Mand N are sets of variables and M � N then GN is a subgroup of GM .Proposition 2. Suppose two symmetries � and �0 both �x the same set of vari-ables M = fv1; : : : ; vkg and (h0;M) is a partial assignment with an assoiatedonstraint H, then �(H) = �(H)(where �(H) and �0(H) are as in De�nition 6).Proof: From De�nition 6 the set �(H) is the set of partial assignments thatwhen restrited to M agree with h0 it follows that �(H) is equal to �(H 0) sine� �xes all the variables in M .Given a group G with a subgroup G0 � G a oset of G0 in G is a set of theform G0� = f� Æ � j � 2 G0gWhere Æ is the omposition of elements in the group; most of the groups in thispaper are represented as groups of funtions so Æ is simply funtion omposition.Example 8. The group generated by the the permutations (1; 2; 3), (2; 3; 4)has 12 elements, the subgroup generated by (1; 2; 3) has the three elements ()8



(denoting the identity) , (1; 2; 3) and (1; 3; 2). The set of right osets of thissubgroup in the full group, is the following 4 sets:f(); (1; 2; 3); (1; 3; 2)g; f(2; 4; 3); (1; 2)(3; 4); (1; 4; 3)gf(2; 3; 4); (1; 3)(2; 4); (1; 4; 2)gand f(1; 2; 4); (1; 3; 4); (1; 4)(2; 3)gnotie the sets are disjoint and every element in the group is ontained in someoset.Some elementary fats about osets are useful: osets are either disjoint or equal(that is G0�\G0 is non-empty implies that G0� = G0 ); all osets are the samesize, and if G is �nite then the number of distint osets of G0 � G is equal tojGj=jG0j (where jGj denotes the number of elements in the set G).We now ome to a very simple lemma whih allows us to haraterize grouptheoretially when symmetry breaking onstraints do the same thing on partialassignments.Lemma 1. If G is a subgroup of symmetries Sym(Hom(V;D)) and N � V andGN is the subgroup of G whih �xes all the variables in N (as in de�nition 7)then all symmetries: � Æ � 2 GN�at identially on the variables in N . That is for all v 2 N and all maps h inHom(V;D) and for all pairs of funtions �Æ� and �Æ�0 from GN� we have that(�(�)(h))(v) = (�(�0)(h))(v)for all v 2 N . Remember �, � and �0 are funtions that take funtions to fun-tions so for example (�(�)(h)) is a funtion from V to D.This lemma states that all symmetry funtions from the oset GN� at in thesame way on the variables from the set N . We will use this later to restritthe number of onstraints we have to introdue during searh, sine our partialassignments don't onern all variables.Proof: The proof of this is almost trivial sine we know that � and �0 both�x the variables in N , so for v in N we have that h(v) = �(h)(v) = �0(h)(v),then on the variable v we have that �(�(h))(v) = �(h)(v) = �(�0(h))(v) for v inN . Thus the symmetries from the osets GN� on the variables in N are deter-mined by �. Note that any element in � 2 GN� ats equivalently on the variablesin N , so it does not matter whih representative of the oset is piked.Theorem 1. For a partial assignment H on the variables N and for all � Æ �and � Æ �0 from the oset GN[fvg�9



the onstraints H ^ � Æ �(H) ^ v 6= d) � Æ �(v 6= d)and H ^ � Æ �0(H) ^ v 6= d) � Æ �0(v 6= d)are equal.Proof: This theorem follows from Lemma 1 and Proposition 2.What this theorem says that, as we add onstraints during searh, if the partialassignment only onerns the variables in N then we only have to add oneonstraint from eah oset GN�.5 Algorithms from Computational Group TheoryThis setion gives some very brief pointers to some algorithms in omputationalgroup theory and how they ould be integrated into a searh proedure suh asSBDS. There is a great deal of researh into omputational group theory see forexample [4, 10℄). The Shreier{Sims method [4, 5℄ along with various re�nementsallows the osets of sub-groups �xing elements to be alulated from the set ofgenerators of a group. The algorithm works inrementally starting at the �rstelement to be �xed, and then generating a set of strong-generators (these aregenerators of the group whih �x the elements in a partiular order) of the groupGN as de�ned in De�nition 7. Even better the algorithm an be modi�ed so thatthe order that the variables are hosen is not �xed in advane. This method ouldbe integrated into some symmetry-breaking baktrak searh proedure suh asSBDS, and ould be modi�ed to take into aount dynami searh orders.6 Examples of redutionsThe number of symmetry breaking prediates that are needed an be alulatedusing the tool GAP [10℄ for omputational group theory. In all these exampleswe will look at variable permutation symmetries. Further some experiments havebeen performed using a prototype implementation of SBDS and redued SBDSusing GNU-Prolog and GAP [10℄. The implementation is a GAP program thatgenerates a speialized searh proedure for a partiular symmetry group eitherfor full SBDS or redued SBDS. At present all the searh proedures for eahlevel in the searh tree have to be generated before searh, obviously a moreeÆient method would be to alulate the searh prediates on the y whenneeded.Example 9. Suppose G(n) is the group of all permutations on n variables, thenwhen assigning the �rst variable in the searh tree only nprediates are needed(regardless of the variable piked), at the seond variable n � (n� 1) prediatesare needed, at the k+1 variable, n � (n� 1) � � � � � (n� k) prediates are needed.10



Example 10. A onrete example, imagine 9 variables arranged in a 3�3 squareand we are allowed to swap any two rows or any two olumns (suh problems arestudied in [8℄). This group of row and olumn swaps has 36 elements in total. Itan be shown that if the variables are searhed starting at the �rst row, goingalong eah row and to the next row, then the number of symmetry breakingprediates needed to be introdued at eah following level is 9; 18; 18; 36 andthen 36 at eah level.The order that the variables are searhed a�ets the number of symmetrybreaking prediates that need to be introdued at eah level. Finding the orderingof the variables whih introdue the smallest number of symmetry breakingprediates is losely related to the problem of �nding a minimal base in a group,whih is known to be NP-omplete (see [4℄). This opens a whole new area ofheuristis onerning piking a variable ordering whih minimizes the number ofsymmetry prediates that need to be introdued. The following example gives asimple illustration.Example 11. Given the permutation group G generated by the generators(6; 7) , (3; 4; 5) , (3; 5) , (5; 6) , and (1; 2), this group has 240 elements. Justlooking at �xing one element the size of the group Gf1g is 120, thus there wouldbe 2 symmetry breaking prediates at the �rst level, while the size of the groupGf5g is 48, thus there would be 5 prediates. When using redued SBDS searhfor equivalene lasses of 0/1 vetors of length 7 equivalent under the ationof this group, with the variable ordering 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7, it was found that 9725onstraints were asserted, and then with the variable ordering with 5:2:3:4:1:6:7it was found that 10545 onstraints were asserted. It would be interesting tounderstand how variable ordering heuristis interat with the symmetry groupof the problem.Example 12. The pigeon hole problem is the problem of putting M items intoN holes together with the onstraint that eah hole an only ontain one item.Although it is rather obvious that there no solution if M is greater than Nmany onstraint systems have a hard time �nding this fat. The results in Table1 give the number of onstraints posted by SBDS and redued SBDS for variousombinations of Nand M . The last olumn in the table refers to the number ofonstraints posted when symmetry breaking onstraints are only posted whenthe number of onstraints is greater than the size of the remaining searh spae.For example with 4 holes and 5 items, at the third hole, 24 = 4! onstraintsshould be asserted for eah hoie point in the searh tree, but at this point thereare only 25 = 52 possible assignments left, so no symmetry breaking onstraintswere posted. Finally the instane with 13 holes and 14 items was tried, withoutany symmetry breaking the searh took more than 8 hours. The symmetry groupwith of the instane with 13 holes is of size 13! = 6227020800, this is too manyonstraints to post for full SBDS, even with redued SBDS after 4 variables therewould be more than 17160 onstraints. Instead only the �rst 50 onstraintsat eah level were posted during searh, it should be emphasized that theseonstraints will at di�erently on the variables at eah level. Then to solve the11



13 hole problem, the solver took about 173 seonds. As a omparison with fullSBDS the �rst 50 onstraints of the group were posted at eah level, to solve thesame instane the solve took about 96 minutes, these results are summarizedin Table 2. Of ourse the 50 onstraints in the full SBDS based searh ouldhave been piked more arefully and maybe a greater redution ould have beenahieved, but it is interesting that even been very naive signi�ant redutions insearh time an be obtained with redued SBDS.Holes Items SBDS onstraints Redued SBDS onstraints Further redued4 5 69 37 145 6 476 201 826 7 ??? ??? 1537 8 ??? ??? 1095Table 1. Results for the Pigeon hole problem (??? - means that there were too manyonstraints for the implementation to handle)
Hole Items Full Searh Time Constraints Asserted Redued Searh Time7 8 0.24 1095 0.028 9 2.57 2076� 0.019 10 30.34 18724� 0.0110 11 390 187294� 0.0113 14 >8 Hours 173480� 16.94Table 2. Times for the Pigeon hole Problem (All times in Seonds) * means no morethan 50 asserted at eah level)

Example 13. A Steiner triple system is a pair (X;B) where B a set of subsetsof X of size 3, together with the onstraints that the sets in B are di�erent andthat any pair of elements from X are in a unique set B 2 B. Here the problemhas been modeled naively to illustrate the di�erene in the number of onstraintsasserted with SBDS and the redued SBDS. A Steiner triple system (X;B) ismodeled as a list of 3 � jBj variables: that is a triple of variables for eah set.In modeling the symmetries of the problem only the fat that within eah tripleof variables the variables are interhangeable is modeled, but not the fat thatthe triples themselves are interhangeable. The results are presented in Table 3,show a signi�ant redution in the number of symmetry breaking prediates that3 All these experiments were arried out on a 800Mhz Pentium III PC, runing Linux.All the searh was done using ompiled Gnu-Prolog ode.12



have to be asserted. Note in this ase the same amount of symmetry was brokenusing full SBDS and Redued SBDS sine all the required symmetry breakingprediates were asserted.Domain Size Number of Sets SBDS Asserted Redued Asserted3 3 645 484 3 5375 3505 3 36550 68605 4 ??? 24448Table 3. Steiner Type Problems (??? - means that there were too many onstraintsfor the implementation to handle)
7 Conlusion, Related and Further WorkSBDS[11℄ and the work in [2℄ both work well when the total number of sym-metries is small. When the symmetry group gets large as in the soial golferproblem [13℄ or as in the symmetry of Matrix problems [8, 14℄ methods speial-ized to the partiular problem are required. The reent work of Fahle et.al. [7℄gives a method where symmetry an be exluded by the notation of dominanedetetion: whih essentially heks if a symmetri assignment has been visitedearlier in the searh tree. This dominane hek has to speially reated for theproblem. While SBDS and redued SBDS presented here an be automated onethe symmetry group of the problem is known.In this paper a group theoretial analysis, via the notion of osets, has thenbeen applied to symmetry breaking prediates. This analysis extends the analysisof symmetry breaking prediates of propositional theories found in [6℄. Further,this analysis has been applied to the prediates posted during searh in the Sym-metry Breaking During Searh Method [11℄; it has been shown that it is possibleto redue the number of extra onstraints that need to be posted during searhwhile still breaking all symmetries. Further this method ould be extended to thesymmetry breaking method found in [2℄. Further in [6℄ there is a further redu-tion whih depends on impliations between lexiographi symmetry breakingonstraints from osets. It is not lear how to extend this analysis to the typesof prediates onsidered in this paper, but work is on the way.AknowledgementsI am very grateful for Pierre Flener for reading an early draft of this paper.13
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